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ABSTRACT: The presence of organic materials adsorbed to the surfaces
of aerosol particles has been demonstrated to be a determining factor in
relevant atmospheric processes. Malonic acid is a small, water-soluble
organic acid that is common in aerosols and is surface-active. A
comprehensive investigation of the adsorption of malonic acid to the air/
water interface was accomplished using vibrational sum frequency
spectroscopy (VSFS) and surface tension measurements as functions of
concentration and pH. Malonic acid was found to be weakly solvated at
the air/water interface, and its orientation as a function of concentration
was explored through diﬀerent VSFS polarization schemes. pH-dependent experiments revealed that the surface-active species is the fully protonated species. Computational analyses were used to
obtain depth-speciﬁc geometries of malonic acid at the air/water interface that conﬁrm and enrich the experimental results.

1. INTRODUCTION
Organic materials are ubiquitous in the atmosphere of Earth,
and their presence in aerosols plays an important role in climate
conditions.1,2 Aerosols aﬀect climate forcing directly through
the scattering and absorption of radiation and indirectly
through cloud formation. These aerosols often contain a large
quantity of organic matter, reaching up to 90% of the total mass
of some tropospheric aerosols depending on their location.
Consequently, there is increasing interest in the study of how
organic matter aﬀects aerosol surface and bulk properties.
Organic acids are a particularly important class of organic
material found in aerosols, varying in size and complexity from
low-molecular-weight formic acid to large humic-like substances (HULIS). Dicarboxylic acids represent a sizable fraction
of organic matter in aerosols because they are of low molecular
weight and are soluble in water. These dicarboxylic acids, with
their hygroscopic and doubly ionizable acid groups, are
prevalent in the atmosphere over urban, rural, remote, and
marine environments.3−12
Dicarboxylic acids are often the dominant class of watersoluble organics in the environment, with the shorter acids
(oxalic, malonic, and succinic) being the most abundant.
Deliquescence,13 phase transitions,14 water activities,15 and
surface tension16−19 have been investigated for binary systems
containing dicarboxylic acids such as malonic acid to aid in the
predictability and modeling of these binary systems as cloud
condensation nuclei (CCN).20 Although these studies have
provided a better understanding of the bulk thermodynamic
properties of dicarboxylic-containing aerosols vis à vis their
stability for CCN, they do not address the heterogeneous
reactions21 that can take place at the surfaces of these aerosols.
For example, a recent study on halogen activation on water
surfaces (i.e., a heterogeneous reaction) shows how weak acids,
such as malonic acid, at a water surface can actually enhance
© 2013 American Chemical Society

I2(g) production in the marine boundary layer when compared
to that occurring at a neat water surface.22
It is known from surface tension measurements16−18 that
short-chain dicarboxylic acids are surface-active. However,
unlike traditional ionic alkyl surfactant molecules that have
well-deﬁned hydrophobic and hydrophilic parts, low-molecularweight dicarboxylic acids have two hydrophilic ends (carboxylic
acid moieties) connected by a hydrophobic spacer, (CH2)n.
Given the prevalence of dicarboxylic acids in aerosols,
surprisingly few molecular-level investigations of the behavior
of dicarboxylic acids at aqueous surfaces have been conducted.
One of the more important dicarboxylic acids in the
atmosphere is malonic acid (Figure 1), the focus of this
study. Malonic acid, with its two carboxylic acid groups
separated by a CH2 spacer, is found in signiﬁcant concentrations in aqueous environments (aerosols, freshwater, seawater, snowpack, and other forms of wet deposition).23−26 To
develop a robust molecular picture of the behavior of malonic

Figure 1. Schematic of malonic acid.
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acid at a water surface, a combination of experimental and
computational methods were employed in this work. The
experimental approach involved surface tension measurements
to provide quantitative thermodynamic data on the adsorption
process and vibrational sum frequency spectroscopy (VSFS) as
a means for obtaining a more microscopic picture.
VSFS is a surface-speciﬁc spectroscopy that is excellently
suited for exploring the surface properties of aqueous organic
systems. As a second-order nonlinear vibrational spectroscopic
method, VSFS is surface-speciﬁc and can impart valuable
information about the structure and orientation of an
adsorbate, as well as the alteration of surface water molecules
due to the presence of the adsorbate. Such experimental studies
can provide valuable insights into the surface speciation and
relative orientation of malonic acid at the surface and how these
properties are aﬀected as the pH of the aqueous phase changes,
which can impact the charged nature of these small surfactants.
To complete the picture, molecular dynamics (MD)
simulations are reported that validate the experimentally
derived conclusions, assist in spectroscopic interpretations,
and expand the molecular picture in dimensions not possible
with the experiments. MD studies were used to directly assess
the speciﬁc orientations and geometries of malonic acid on a
water surface and also to examine the intermolecular
interactions between neighboring water molecules. Orientational analyses of MD trajectories were used to study the
geometry and orientation of malonic acid throughout a water
interface. The combined results from these studies illustrate the
surface density and geometry of the unique orientation that
malonic acid adopts at an air/water interface, as well as the
eﬀect of the presence of multiple hydrophilic pH-dependent
moieties on surface adsorption. These results provide the
necessary basis to interpret ternary aqueous/organic/inorganic
systems that more closely resemble aerosols in the atmosphere.

Because resonant modes can overlap with one another as well
as with the nonresonant background, spectral ﬁtting is
necessary to deconvolve individual peaks. A ﬁtting procedure30
was employed that accounts for the homogeneous and
inhomogeneous line widths of vibrationally VSFS-active modes
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The ﬁrst term in eq 3 is the nonresonant susceptibility
(containing an amplitude and phase). The second term is the
sum over all VSFS-active resonant modes. The resonant
susceptibility is a convolution of the homogeneous (Lorentzian) line widths of the individual molecular transitions (ΓL)
with inhomogeneous broadening (Γν). For a VSFS mode to be
active, both a Raman transition and an IR dipole change must
occur. This is modeled as the transition strength Aν and is
proportional to the orientationally averaged IR and Raman
transition probabilities. The frequencies of the Lorentzian,
resonant, and IR modes are ωL, ων, and ωIR, respectively. Each
resonant mode also has a phase value, ϕν.
Selection of speciﬁc incoming and outgoing polarizations
allows information about molecular orientation to be derived.
This arises from the fact that, of the 27 elements of χ(2), only
four are simultaneously nonzero and unique (χzzz, χxxz, χxzx, and
χzxx). These unique elements can be probed using incoming
polarized visible and IR light and outgoing polarized sum
frequency light. The polarization schemes are denoted as S
(perpendicular to the plane of incidence) or P (parallel to the
plane of incidence) and are given in the order of sum
frequency, visible, and IR polarizations. If the incoming
polarizations are selected to be S-polarized (visible) and Ppolarized (IR) while the output is S polarized (SSP), the VSF
response allows one to probe dipole components that are
perpendicular to the plane of the interface, whereas the SPS
polarization combination probes dipole components that are
parallel to the plane of the interface.
Two diﬀerent laser systems were used in these VSF studies.
The ﬁrst was used to collect data in the mid-IR region, probing
the carboxylic CO modes. This system was upgraded from a
version that has been described elsewhere.31,32 Brieﬂy, a
continuous-wave Nd:YVO4 laser (Millennia 5sJ, Spectra
Physics) was used to pump a Ti:sapphire oscillator (Tsunami,
Spectra Physics) that was tuned to produce ∼100-fs pulses
centered at 800 nm. These pulses were then ampliﬁed using a
regenerative ampliﬁer (Spitﬁre Pro XP, Spectra Physics) to
produce nominally 3 W of 800-nm light with a bandwidth of
∼12 nm. The output beam was split, with ∼1 W going to a
home-built slicer that temporally broadened the pulse to ∼2 ps
and ∼1 W going to an optical parametric ampliﬁer (OPA-800C,
Spectra Physics) for diﬀerence frequency generation (DFG)
mixing and subsequent IR generation. Both the IR and visible
pulses were then propagated to the air/water interface in a
copropagating geometry at 45° and 60° from the surface
normal, where they were overlapped in time and space to
produce sum frequency pulses. The resulting sum frequency
pulses were ﬁltered by an edge ﬁlter, collected by a lens, and
focused into a spectrograph that dispersed the signal onto a
liquid-nitrogen-cooled charge-coupled device (CCD). All
spectra were normalized to the nonresonant response of a
bare gold surface and calibrated using a polystyrene standard
and absorption lines from ambient water vapor. All measurements were performed at 20 °C.

(1)

Both the resonant susceptibility, χ(2)
R , and the nonresonant
susceptibility are proportional to the number of molecules
contributing to the sum frequency response, N, and the
orientationally averaged molecular susceptibility, ⟨β⟩
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2. EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
2.1. Surface Spectroscopy. The surface speciﬁcity of
VSFS makes it an excellent tool for exploring aqueous
interfaces because, under the dipole approximation, the
nonlinear processes that it probes are forbidden in centrosymmetric media such as bulk water. VSFS has grown in the past
decade to be a highly versatile method for studying a variety of
processes at water surfaces.27−29 A brief description is provided
in this section as it pertains to the experiments conducted in
this study.
The VSFS experiments performed in this work involved an
800-nm beam of light overlapped in time and space with a
variable-frequency beam (in the IR range) at the surface of the
aqueous solution. The intensity of the resulting sum frequency
signal is proportional to the square of the second-order
susceptibility, χ(2), which has both a resonant and nonresonant
component
(2)
χ (2) = χNR
+

(2)

(2)
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The second system used to investigate the water/CH region
was one that has been used extensively in previous studies in
this laboratory. With this picosecond system,33−36 sum
frequency light is generated by overlapping 800-nm (∼2.6 ps,
1-kHz repetition rate) and tunable (2700−4000 cm−1) infrared
light in a copropagating geometry at 56° and 67° from the
surface normal, respectively. After ﬁltering any reﬂected 800nm light, the resultant sum frequency light is collected with a
thermoelectrically cooled CCD camera in 3 cm−1 increments
over the tunable range.
2.2. Surface Tension. Surface tension measurements were
performed using the Wilhelmy plate method.37 A force balance
(KSV Instruments) was used to measure the surface tension.
The solutions were placed in a clean glass dish, and great care
was taken to ensure that the plate was oriented correctly with
respect to the interface. The samples were allowed to
equilibrate before the measurement was taken. The Pt plate
was cleaned by being ﬂamed until glowing orange and rinsed
repeatedly in >18 MΩ water between measurements.
2.3. Chemicals. Malonic acid was purchased from SigmaAldrich (ReagentPlus 99%). NaOH was purchased from
Mallinckrodt Chemicals (AR). All solutions were prepared
fresh with >18 MΩ·cm water and used within 72 h. All
glassware was cleaned with concentrated H 2 SO 4 and
NOCHROMIX and thoroughly rinsed with >18 MΩ·cm
water. pH-adjusted solutions were calculated with a pH
calculator38 and then checked with litmus paper.
2.4. Computational Methods. Classical molecular dynamics (MD) simulations were performed using the Amber 11
suite of simulation programs.39,40 A single system of water and
malonic acid was initialized for simulation by creating a cubic
unit cell with side lengths of 30 Å. The unit cell was then
randomly packed with 900 water molecules and 17 malonic
acid molecules using the PACKMOL program created to
simplify construction of MD starting conﬁgurations.41 This
resulted in a malonic acid concentration of 1 M, purposefully
set to be similar to that of the VSFS experimental conditions.
The initial system was energy minimized by a combination of
steepest-descent and conjugate-gradient methods to reach a
geometry optimization. The z axis of the system was then
expanded to 100 Å, creating a large vacuum region adjacent to
the aqueous cube. Periodic boundary conditions were then
employed resulting in an inﬁnite slab conﬁguration with two
aqueous/vacuum interfaces. This conﬁguration was then
evolved through MD simulation for 500 ps to equilibrate the
system. The system was then evolved for 50 ns of data
collection, with atomic coordinates recorded every 100 fs for a
total of 500000 data points.
The simulations were performed using a time step of 1 fs.
Fully polarizable models were used for both the water and
malonic acid molecules. Water was simulated using the POL3
model,42 and the malonic acid molecules were constructed
using a fully atomistic model based on the Amber FF02EP
force ﬁeld.43 The parameters used in the force ﬁeld are listed in
Table 1. The system temperature was set at 298 K, and
Langevin dynamics was used to propagate dynamics through a
leapfrog integrator. The particle mesh Ewald technique was
used for calculating long-range electrostatic interactions with a
force cutoﬀ set to 10 Å. Water molecules were held rigid by
means of the SHAKE algorithm to increase computational
throughput and speed of data collection.
In all following analyses, the results obtained for molecular
orientation are averaged between both of the water slab

Table 1. Parameters from the AMBER FF02EP Force Field
for Malonic Acid
atom

r (Å)

σ (kcal/mol)

pol (Å3)

HOH
HC
OH
OCO
CH
COOH

0.2000
1.4870
1.7210
1.6612
1.9080
1.9080

0.0200
0.0157
0.2104
0.2100
0.1094
0.0860

0.135
0.135
0.465
0.434
0.878
0.616

surfaces. The distance to each aqueous surface was determined
for every malonic acid molecule at each time step using the
method developed in a recent computational study to
determine water surface locations.44 The closer surface was
always used to analyze acid orientation, and the reference axis
was always set to point from the aqueous bulk outward toward
the vacuum phase, normal to the plane of the water surface.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1. Spectroscopic Studies of Aqueous Malonic Acid.
3.1.1. Carboxylic Acid Modes. Spectroscopically probing the
adsorption of malonic acid at the water surface involves two
diﬀerent spectral regions. The ﬁrst region corresponds to the
carboxylic CO stretching modes in the 1600−1800 cm−1
range, and the second region in the 2700−3800 cm−1 range
captures the CH and OH stretching modes of malonic acid and
the OH stretching modes of surface water molecules. The SSP
polarization combination was used in the CH/OH region,
and both the SSP and SPS schemes were used in the CO
spectral region to measure the modes with dipole moments
perpendicular and parallel to the interface, respectively.
Shown in Figure 2a are the SSP spectra along with the ﬁtted
curves of aqueous malonic acid at four concentrations. The
intensity of the signal from the carboxylic CO modes in the
SSP polarization scheme increased with bulk malonic acid
concentration. The intensity exhibited a progressive increase
from the lowest concentration at 100 mM to 3 M, the highest
concentration investigated here. In VSFS studies, intensity
arises from the number density at the surface, as well as a net
orientation of the molecules probed. The polarization
combinations used selectively probed the direction of net
orientation. Malonic acid was clearly present at the water
surface with increasing population as the bulk solution
concentration increased. The signal observed under SSP
polarization further indicates that there was a net orientation
of the dipole moment of one or both carboxylic acid groups on
the diacid perpendicular to the surface plane. According to the
global ﬁts of the spectra, one peak was centrally located at 1740
± 2 cm−1 with a Gaussian width of 28 ± 1 cm−1. No shift in the
frequency in the VSFS signal was observed with increasing bulk
solution concentration.
The carboxylic CO modes were also probed in the SPS
polarization scheme, as shown in Figure 2b. The signal intensity
in the SPS scheme was less than that in the SSP scheme. It
should be noted that, because of the angles used for these VSFS
experiments (and hence the corresponding Fresnel factors), the
signal intensities for the SSP and SPS schemes were
comparable. This might not always be the case for VSFS
experiments because of the dependence on the local ﬁeld as a
function of the input angles of the visible and IR beams. As
stated earlier, the SPS scheme interrogates modes that are in
the plane of the interface. Because there is rotational
2531
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values in the range of ∼1730−1740 cm−1, this indicates weak
hydrogen bonding with surrounding water molecules to the
carbonyl moiety.
Spectroscopic studies have shown frequencies of the
carboxylic CO mode of malonic acid up to 1740 cm−1, but
the studies involved either crystalline malonic acid49 or
deliquesced samples.50 It has been established that, for such
samples, the splitting of the carboxylic CO mode is due to
intermolecular hydrogen bonding (cyclic dimerization). There
is a subsequent splitting of the CO spectral features into an
out-of-phase mode that is IR-active at higher wavenumbers
(∼1740 cm−1) and an in-phase Raman-active mode at lower
wavenumbers (∼1685 cm−1).49 In our raw spectra (before
normalization), there was evidence of a very weak signal
appearing around 1690 cm−1, which was seen only in the SSP
spectra. Although this signal might be evidence of dimerization,
the extremely weak signal makes any analysis very diﬃcult, so
no analysis was pursued here. In addition, if symmetric cyclic
were dimers being formed, the signal would disappear because
the inversion center would be sum-frequency-inactive.51 It
should be noted that all VSFS spectra recorded in this study
consisted of relatively weak signals; consequently, the normally
negligible nonresonant background interfered with the signal
on the blue side of the spectra, so that the VSFS signal did not
return to zero on the blue side of the spectra. This interference
has been seen before in VSFS studies of carboxylic CO
modes52 and nitrate modes32 at aqueous interfaces.
Based on the SSP and SPS spectra, it is evident that CO
oscillators from malonic acid have frequencies that are blueshifted with respect to those of both bulk dicarboxylic acid and
surface carboxylic acid (e.g., hexanoic acid).31 This is consistent
with weak hydrogen bonding of the CO mode to water. In
addition, the responses from SSP and SPS polarizations are not
equivalent, implying that these experiments are sampling two
diﬀerent hydrogen-bonding environments. These results
indicate that the adsorption of malonic acid is more complex
than simple alkyl carboxylate surfactant adsorption and requires
further exploration to fully understand its adsorption on a water
surface.
3.1.2. CH and OH Spectral Regions. In addition to probing
the carboxylic CO modes of malonic acid, we investigated
the spectral region associated with the CH modes of malonic
acid (∼2900 cm−1)28 to develop a more comprehensive picture
of the adsorbate structure. Also investigated were the OH
stretching modes of water as a means of determining how the
presence of the adsorbate alters the surface water structure and
bonding in three spectral regions. A simple picture that has
evolved from many VSFS studies of water is that the free-OH
region (∼3700 cm−1) corresponds to the response of water OH
oscillators that have minimal interaction with nearby water
molecules and, in fact, are vibrationally decoupled from the
hydrogen-bonding network of bulk water. These modes are
most aﬀected by adsorbates at the topmost layer of the interface
(nearest the vapor phase). At much lower frequencies reside
the OH oscillators corresponding to the most highly
coordinated surface water molecules (∼3200 cm−1). These
water molecules lie deeper in the interfacial region and are
consequently more sensitive to the presence of interfacial ions.
Oscillators residing in the region corresponding to intermediate
degrees of hydrogen bonding and interfacial depths are located
between these two regions (∼3400 cm−1).53−58
Figure 3 shows six SSP spectra of the water/CH region for
three diﬀerent concentrations of malonic acid, along with the

Figure 2. VSFS spectra of the carboxylic CO mode of aqueous
malonic acid (a) for SSP at concentrations of 0.1, 0.5, 1, and 3 M and
(b) for SPS at concentrations of 0.5, 1, and 3 M. Fits are shown in
black. The intensity of the CO signal increased monotonically as the
concentration increased.

degeneracy for modes in the plane of the interface, signal
intensity can appear weaker as a result of partial canceling of
the VSFS signal. As was seen with the SSP polarization scheme,
the signal intensity increased as the bulk concentration of
malonic acid increased. However, the ﬁts to the spectra revealed
a peak centrally located at 1730 ± 1 cm−1 (versus 1740 cm−1
for SSP polarization) with a slightly larger Gaussian width of 37
± 1 cm−1 (versus 28 cm−1 for SSP polarization). This CO
frequency is closer to bulk aqueous values. The larger Gaussian
width is consistent with a more heterogeneous environment,
which supports the assertion that the SPS-active carboxylic C
O modes are in a slightly diﬀerent environment than their SSPactive counterparts.
Infrared studies of malonic acid in bulk aqueous solution
have shown that the carboxylic CO modes appear at 1719
cm−1 for the fully protonated (H2A) form and at 1713 cm−1 for
the singly protonated (HA−) form.45 In addition, this mode is
also sensitive to the degree of water solvation, with monomers
in the vapor phase measured as high as 1760 cm−1.46 Surface IR
studies47,48 have shown that distinct regimes of hydrogen
bonding exist for long-chain fatty acid monolayers adsorbed to
the air/water interface. The regions of ∼1735−1739, ∼1715−
1720, and 1700−1704 cm−1 are assigned as having non-Hbonded, singly H-bonded, and doubly H-bonded character,
respectively. Although long-chain fatty acids and malonic acid
will have diﬀerent solvation properties, the trends will be similar
for both. Therefore, because surface-adsorbed malonic acid has
2532
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results then suggest that malonic acid adsorption does not
completely disrupt water at the topmost layer and that malonic
acid must not pack tightly enough to fully cover the surface.
This issue will be addressed further in the next section. The
spectral characteristics of water at longer wavelengths are
consistent with an increased presence of malonic acid at the
surface. The increase in the OH response around 3200 cm−1 is
consistent with progressively stronger surface OH bonding with
increased concentration of malonic acid. However, as noted
earlier, the signals from overlapping modes complicate further
interpretation in this region.
3.2. Surface Tension of Malonic Acid and Comparison
to VSFS. Surface tension, as a macroscopic property, reﬂects
the overall surface concentration, whereas VSFS simultaneously
measures both surface concentration (number density at the
surface) and molecular orientation.51 By combining the results
of these two complementary techniques, the surface density
and orientation can be decoupled. This allows for a more
complete picture of the adsorption of malonic acid than can be
obtained from either technique alone.
The surface tension of malonic acid on H 2 O was
investigated16,19 in previous studies. The surface pressure
results obtained here are in excellent agreement with these

Figure 3. VSFS of water/CH region for 0.1, 1, and 3.5 M aqueous
malonic acid. The gray spectra are of neat water.

spectrum of neat water in gray for comparison. Considering
ﬁrst the CH stretching region (2800−3000 cm−1), as the
malonic acid solution concentration increased, there was a
corresponding increase in intensity in this region. Unfortunately, the overlap between the OH modes and the CH modes
makes distinct spectral characterization diﬃcult in this region.
Nevertheless, the broad region between 2800 and 3000 cm−1 is
attributed to the carboxylic OH stretching of malonic acid. This
attribution is based on isotopic VSFS studies of selectively
deuterated succinic acid, (COOH)2(CD2)2, in D2O and H2O.59
This carboxylic OH stretch is attributed to hydrogen-bonding
interactions between the OH and water60 and is consistent with
IR studies of aqueous dicarboxylic acids.61
The overall trend observed is that, with increasing malonic
acid concentration, there was a corresponding increase in signal
in the CH region. A sharp peak appearing at 2945 cm−1 was
assigned to the CH2 stretching mode for succinic acid at the
air/water interface for VSFS experiments in both SSP and SPS
polarization schemes.59 However, there was no evidence of a
sharp peak indicative of CH2 modes at the surface even at the
highest concentration. The increase in this region thus most
likely reﬂects the hydrogen bonding of the OH of the
dicarboxylic acid. It is concluded that the absence of any
observation of CH2 modes is due to an orientational averaging
eﬀect. This hypothesis is addressed further in section 4.
Considering next the region corresponding to the response
of water OH modes, upon adsorption of malonic acid, a
corresponding decrease in the free-OH signal occurred with
increasing malonic acid in bulk solution. This decrease was also
observed in the 3400 cm−1 region corresponding to somewhat
stronger but still relatively weakly bonded surface water
molecules. A new peak formed above 3600 cm−1 that increased
in intensity as the bulk concentration increased. This peak has
been attributed to solvation of ions62 and would result from the
presence of hydronium ions, H3O+. Interestingly, the free-OH
signal did not fully disappear even at concentrations of 3.5 M,
indicating that the water surface was not completely covered by
malonic acid. This is unlike alkyl nonionic surfactants [e.g.,
long-chain alcohols, sugar surfactants, alkyl poly(ethylene
oxide) surfactants], for which the free-OH signal is virtually
absent once complete surface coverage is reached.63 These

Figure 4. Plot of malonic acid concentration versus surface pressure.
Shown are data from refs 16 and 19 and this study.

earlier works and are plotted in Figure 4. The Gibbs adsorption
equation was employed64
Γi = −

1 ⎛ δπ ⎞
⎜
⎟
RT ⎝ δ ln ai ⎠

(4)

T

where Γi is the maximum (limiting) surface excess, π is the
surface pressure in mN/m, and ai is the activity. By plotting the
surface pressure versus the natural logarithm of the activity, the
maximum surface excess can be calculated. Activity coeﬃcients
were obtained from Clegg and Seinfeld.65 The area per
molecule can then be obtained through64
a1s = 1023/N Γi

(5)

as1

where N is Avogadro’s number. The value of calculated from
these data is 191 Å2/molecule. This comparatively large
molecular area corroborates the VSFS data from the water
region, where the free-OH signal did not disappear at high
concentrations (3.5 M), and conﬁrms that malonic acid does
not pack tightly at the air/water interface.
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modes, but merely increases the total number of oscillators at
the surface.
By combining the VSFS spectra and the surface tension data,
a rudimentary picture of malonic acid adsorption at an aqueous
interface can be drawn. According to the SSP data, there are
carboxylic CO oscillators oriented normal to the surface.
According to the SPS data, there are also carboxylic CO
oscillators in the plane of the interface. This latter signal is less
intense, potentially because of orientational averaging. These
carboxylic CO frequencies are indicative of very weak
solvation. As the concentration of malonic acid is increased in
the bulk, the surface concentration also increases, but in a
fashion that does not alter the overall orientation of the CO
oscillators. This conclusion is supported by the surface tension
data and the lack of changes in both the frequency and
Gaussian width of the malonic acid CO spectra as a function
of concentration. The H2O/CH region provides further
evidence of adsorption that does not fully disrupt the topmost
surface layer and that more strongly aﬀects the hydrogenbonding coordination. The lack of CH2 signal is most likely due
to an orientational averaging eﬀect. These results therefore
indicate isolated malonic acid molecules adsorbed to the very
top of the air/water interface.
3.3. Eﬀect of pH on Malonic Acid Adsorption.
3.3.1. Spectroscopic Results. The previous section investigated
the adsorption characteristics of malonic acid as a function of
concentration. Because malonic acid is a diprotic acid, the
protonation state of the adsorbed species is necessary to fully
describe the adsorption characteristics. As the pH is adjusted,
the protonated carboxylic acid will turn into a resonancestabilized carboxylate ion that completely removes the
carboxylic CO spectral response in this region. Because
there are two carboxylic moieties, there are correspondingly
two pKa values. Based on IR bulk studies,45 the frequency of the
singly protonated carbonyl should be red-shifted as compared
to that of the fully protonated species. Therefore, as the bulk
pH is adjusted, malonic acid adsorbed at the interface can be
examined for spectral changes indicating deprotonation. This
will, in turn, provide more insight into the bonding environment at the interface.
The pKa values for malonic acid are 2.85 and 5.70.67 The
percentages of protonated species for the bulk are plotted in
Figure 7. At a pH of 3, the bulk percentage of fully protonated
malonic acid should approach 40%, with the singly protonated
form near 60%. At a pH of 4, the fully protonated form should
be about 7%, with the singly protonated form at 91%, and the
completely dissociated form near 2%. At a pH of 6, the fully
protonated form should not exist, with a third of the acid

Figure 5 shows a comparison between the trends in the
surface pressure data and the changes in the VSFS amplitude of

Figure 5. Plot of surface pressure versus square root of the ﬁtted VSFS
amplitude for SSP and SPS CO modes.

the CO mode (SSP and SPS) with malonic acid
concentration. As the bulk concentration of malonic acid
increased from 0 to 3 M, the surface pressure increased; further
increases in concentration did not aﬀect the surface pressure
substantially, and at higher concentrations, the measurement
was limited because the solubility limit of malonic acid in water
was eventually reached.16 There was an analogous rise in the
square root of the VSFS intensity (the concentration
dependence of the sum frequency ﬁeld is the square root of
the intensity)66 of the VSFS CO (SSP and SPS) signal over
the same concentration range. This indicates that the
adsorption of malonic acid to the air/water interface does not
change orientation as a function of concentration. To conﬁrm
this behavior, the surface coverage as a function of
concentration was calculated. To determine the surface
concentration at any bulk concentration, the Frumkin equation
was employed64
π2 = −RT Γi ln(1 − Γ2/Γi)

(6)

where π is the surface pressure in mN/m and Γ2 is the surface
excess at that concentration. In Figure 6, the surface coverage as

Figure 6. Plot of surface coverage versus ﬁtted VSFS amplitude for
SSP modes.

a function of bulk concentration of malonic acid is plotted as a
function of the SSP VSFS ﬁtted amplitudes. The linear
dependence of the data and the unchanging frequency response
in the CO VSFS (SSP and SPS) data conﬁrms that
additional adsorption that occurs at the surface does not
signiﬁcantly change the orientation of the carboxylic CO

Figure 7. Plot of bulk percentages of fully protonated, singly
protonated, and fully deprotonated malonic acid species.
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interface. According to surface tension measurements addressed
in the next section and CO SSP VSFS measurements,
malonic acid is still present at the interface at pH 4. At this pH,
over 90% of the molecules (in the bulk) should be in the singly
protonated state, and therefore, signal at pH 4 should be
present if there are molecules at the interface. A lack of signal
leads to two possibilities: (1) there is no orientational order for
a singly or doubly deprotonated species at the interface or (2)
desorption occurs when malonic acid loses a proton. Although
it is diﬃcult to distinguish between these two options, the
invariant frequency in the CO region as a function of pH
would suggest that there is no change to the adsorbed species
and, therefore, that the lack of signal is due to the inability of
the mono- or dianion to remain at the interface. This would
then indicate that malonic acid actually has a single pKa value
when it is at the surface and that the surface-active species is
fully protonated malonic acid.
3.3.2. Surface Tension of Bulk pH-Adjusted Malonic Acid.
To the best of our knowledge, this section constitutes the ﬁrst
published study of the surface tension of bulk pH-adjusted
malonic acid solutions. Surface pressure (left axis) values and
the square root of VSFS ﬁtted amplitudes (right axis) are
plotted as functions of bulk pH in Figure 9. It is known that

molecules being singly protonated and the remaining twothirds completely dissociated.
At a constant concentration of acid (1 M), the bulk pH was
adjusted, and ﬁtted spectra of the CO region were recorded
in both SSP and SPS schemes. Figure 8 shows the spectral

Figure 9. Plot of surface pressure (left axis) and square root of ﬁtted
VSFS amplitude for SSP and SPS CO modes (right axis) versus pH
for bulk pH-adjusted 1 M malonic acid.

Figure 8. VSFS spectra of the carboxylic CO mode of aqueous
malonic acid (a) for SSP at 1 M with bulk adjusted pH values from
native (top) to 6 (bottom) and (b) for SPS at 1 M with bulk adjusted
pH values from native (top) to 6 (bottom).

NaOH can increase the surface pressure at the air/water
interface,68 so the surface pressure values plotted are corrected
not by pure H2O, but by H2O with the equivalent NaOH added
for each corresponding pH value. As the bulk pH was increased,
the corrected surface pressure decreased. The surface pressure
values were found to follow the square root of the VSFS ﬁtted
amplitudes, indicating that, as the bulk pH was adjusted to
higher values, malonic acid was desorbing from the surface. If
one recalls the bulk pKa values and the corresponding
percentages of species (Figure 7), it is clear that both the
VSFS and surface pressure values closely followed the
percentage of the fully protonated species. When combined
with unchanging frequencies of the SSP- and SPS-active modes
and the lack of a detectable COO− signal, these results
demonstrate that the surface-active species of malonic acid is
the fully protonated form.
The results of the concentration- and pH-dependent
spectroscopic and surface tension studies provide an almost
complete picture of the adsorption of malonic acid at the air/
water interface. As the bulk concentration is increased, malonic
acid does not change its orientation because of increased
adsorption at the interface. There are two carboxylic acid
moieties present at the interface, with the higher-energy moiety

response of malonic acid in the CO region as a function of
bulk adjusted pH, along with spectral ﬁts. The SSP-active C
O mode is located at 1741 ± 2 cm−1 with a Gaussian width of
28 ± 1 cm−1, whereas the SPS-active CO mode is located at
1731 ± 2 cm−1 with a Gaussian width of 35 ± 1 cm−1. The
VSFS signal of the CO mode decreased as the bulk adjusted
pH was increased but did not track the bulk pKa values closely.
At a bulk pH value of 3, the SSP scheme (Figure 8a) gave signal
with ﬁtted amplitude that, although decreased compared to that
of the non-pH-adjusted solutions, was still clearly present. In
the SPS scheme (Figure 8b), the signal at pH 3 was very low
and diﬃcult to obtain. The SSP VSFS amplitudes continued to
decrease, and by a pH of 6, the signal was nearly undetectable.
Attempts were made to probe the COO− region of malonic
acid (∼1400 cm−1), but no signal could be found for native pH,
pH 4, or pH 7 solutions. Detection of signal for a native pH
solution would be unlikely because such a solution is
dominated by the fully protonated species and, thus, very little
carboxylate exist. Likewise, signal for pH 7 is unlikely because,
although the solution is dominated by doubly deprotonated
species, the surface tension indicates no adsorption to the
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having its dipole pointing perpendicular to the interface and the
lower-energy moiety oriented in the plane of the bulk. It has
been shown that probing these two distinct moieties by
adjusting the bulk pH of the solutions results in no observed
red shift of the CO mode for either polarization scheme. In
addition, the fully protonated species has been shown to be the
surface-active species, indicating that the surface has only one
pKa value. VSFS does provide orientation information;
however, because the VSFS studies here were not phasesensitive, it was not possible to determine whether the dipole
oscillators probed by the SSP polarization scheme were
pointing into the vapor phase or into the aqueous phase.
Phase-sensitive sum frequency generation69 has been demonstrated to be capable of determining both the real and
imaginary components of χ(2) and, therefore, the unique phase
associated with a resonance. By knowing the phase, the
absolute orientation of a particular mode can be determined
experimentally. However, the material of choice to create the
local oscillator necessary for these experiments has traditionally
been quartz. The use of this material is excluded in the carbonyl
wavelength regions (∼6 um) because of the lack of transmission of z-cut quartz. Although these experimental challenges
might be remedied soon, the use of phase-sensitive sum
frequency measurements is not possible for these experiments
at this time. By probing the behavior of these molecules using
computational methods, further information about the most
likely geometries of malonic acid adsorption can be obtained
and compared with the VSFS data, and a more complete
picture of the bonding environment at the surface can be
obtained without requiring phase-sensitive measurements.

Figure 10. Description of angles that are used to orient a malonic acid
molecule both in the space-ﬁxed frame and internally in the molecular
frame. θ (green) is the tilt, φ (red) is the twist, and ψ (blue) represents
two dihedral angles. Three values of ψ are depicted at the right.

the three carbon atoms around the bisector axis. For diﬀerent
orientations of the angle φ, the distribution of φ will necessarily
become isotropic because of the symmetries of the plane of the
aqueous slab surface. However, the value of φ is necessary to
describe the overall molecular orientation for θ values near 90°.
When θ = 90°, the bisector of the carbon atom group lies
parallel to the water surface. In such a conﬁguration, φ = 0°
means the plane of the carbon atoms orient perpendicularly to
the plane of the water surface. Likewise, φ = 90° lays the plane
of the carbon atom group at on the surface, parallel to the plane
of the water interface.
The planes formed by the atoms of the carboxylic acid
groups are oriented by rotation of two dihedral angles,
collectively referred to as ψ because they are not uniquely
identiﬁed, referenced to the plane of the three backbone carbon
atoms. The dihedral angle is the angle of rotation of the CC
bond between the central methylene carbon and a carbonyl
carbon of a carboxylic acid moiety. The reference orientation
that sets ψ = 0° is deﬁned by two conditions: (1) the plane of
the atoms of the carboxylic acid is oriented parallel to the plane
of the three carbon atoms, and (2) the carbonyl CO bond
vector (pointing from the C to the O) points to the same side
as the CCC bisector vector (i.e., the inner product of the
bisector vector and the carbonyl bond vector has a positive
value: CO·bisector > 0). A dihedral angle of ψ = 90° rotates
the OCO plane perpendicular to the CCC plane.
Lastly, ψ = 180° rotates the carboxylic acid such that the
carbonyl is antialigned with the CCC bisector. The
various orientations of the dihedral angles are depicted in
Figure 10 and characterize the internal orientation of malonic
acid. By combining all three of the described angles with
information about the acid position within the simulation box,
one can develop a complete picture of the orientational
behavior of malonic acid relative to a nearby water surface.
4.1. Carbon Backbone Orientation. Bivariate angle
distributions of θ and φ were calculated for the three carbon
backbone atoms and are shown in Figure 11. The set of plots
represents slices through the interface parallel to the water
surface. Each slice is located at the distance labeled in the top
right of the respective plot. Positive positions are farther into
the vacuum phase, and negative positions are farther into the
aqueous phase of the interface. A distance of 0 Å is located at
the water surface location. The location of the surface and all

4. COMPUTATIONAL MODELING OF MALONIC ACID
ORIENTATION
4.1. Angle Descriptions of Chemical Moieties. A
discussion of the molecular orientation of malonic acid begins
with a description of the angles used in the following analyses.
Because the carbon atoms form the backbone of the malonic
acid molecular structure, determining the orientation of the
three atoms is the ﬁrst step in understanding the overall
orientation of the molecule in space with respect to a water
surface. The orientation of the carbon chain backbone is
described using two angles, and the molecule is oriented
internally using two dihedral angles. All of the angle deﬁnitions
described in this section are depicted in Figure 10.
The group of three carbon atoms forms a moiety with C2v
symmetry. The two CC bond vectors have a bisector
between them. In this work, the bisector is always referred to as
a vector pointing from the central carbon in the direction of the
other two carbon atoms. The ﬁrst angle deﬁned, θ, describes
the “tilt” of the triatomic carbon chain that forms the acid’s
backbone. The angle θ is calculated as the angle formed
between the carbon group bisector vector and a reference axis
oriented perpendicularly to the water surface, pointing from the
water bulk toward the gas-phase side of the water interface.
When θ = 0°, the bisector vector aligns with the reference axis.
A value of θ = 90° places the bisector vector in the plane of the
water surface, perpendicular to the reference axis. Rotating the
bisector to θ = 180° makes the bisector antialigned with the
reference axis, pointing in toward the water side of the
interface.
The second angle used to orient the malonic acid carbon
backbone, φ, describes a molecular “twist” of the malonic acid.
This twist angle is deﬁned as a rotation of the plane formed by
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Figure 11. Bivariate distribution plot of the tilt (θ) and twist (φ) of the malonic acid carbon chain, with each plot representing a 2-Å slice of the
simulated aqueous slab at the indicated depth.

−4 Å, the population above θ = 135° decreases, shifting
intensity to the peak at θ = 90°. The distribution spreads out in
both θ and φ. For acid molecules deeper into the water bulk,
likely more solvated by water molecules, the orientational
freedom expands in θ and φ until, at −6 Å, there is a loss of
orientational preference, resulting in a ﬂat (evenly colored)
distribution and isotropy of the orientation of the carbon
backbone group.
At −4 Å, the distribution expands below θ = 45°. This is due
to a population of submerged malonic acid molecules with their
bisectors aimed slightly up toward the water surface. Thus, it is
established that the inﬂuence of the interface on molecular
orientation extends both above and below the water surface and
extends to a depth of at least 4 Å into the bulk water.
4.2. CH2 Orientation. For each acid molecule, the
orientation θ of the carbon backbone aﬀects the position and
orientation of the molecule’s methylene hydrogens. For an
orientation of θ = 90°, and for all φ values, there are two
hydrogens (one from each methylene) in a rather symmetrical
conﬁguration with one above and one below the backbone’s
plane, which is itself parallel to the plane of the water interface.
With θ = 90°, variation in φ results in the plane formed by each
HCH moiety rotating from perpendicular (φ = 0°) to
parallel (θ = 90°) to that of the water surface. Consider acid
orientations near θ = 90° and further consider the vector
deﬁned by each methylene’s CH bond. The geometry of the
acid is such that each of these CH bond vectors has a
component perpendicular to the plane of the interface and the
magnitude of each vector’s perpendicular component is
identical. Eﬀectively, these “perpendicular-to-the-water-interface” components are mirrors of each other.
Furthermore, if the θ distribution is symmetric around θ =
90° (as in the −2 Å plot of Figure 11), then the perpendicular
components of the two methylene CH bonds negate each
other. The carbon group θ−φ distributions at or below the
water surface (≤0 Å) exhibit this quality. The VSFS
experiments failed to produce any spectral features related to
the methylene CH2 modes of malonic acid. Thus, it is proposed

calculations performed to relate interfacial position were
accomplished using a method of averaging topmost water
molecule positions, fully described in a previous publication.44
The molecular center of mass determined the position of each
malonic acid molecule.
In each set of axes in Figure 11, the values of θ and φ are
plotted along the horizontal and vertical directions, respectively.
The plots are two-dimensional histograms colored by the
intensity (i.e., population) of the location in the angle space.
Higher intensity is colored dark red, and lower intensity is dark
blue. Areas in the plots characterized by uniform coloration
indicate an isotropic distribution of angles. A concentrated
region of uniform coloration indicates an orientational
preference in one or both of the angular degrees of freedom.
The plots for interface positions of 2 Å in Figure 11 show the
orientation of the acid carbon backbones just above the water
surface. The plot intensities at these positions of the interface
indicate the presence of malonic acid and correspond to the
surface adsorption behavior found in the VSFS experiments.
These acid molecules are most likely less solvated than those
farther into the water bulk. The most distinguishing feature is
the vertically running band of intensity to the right of the plot
centered between 135° and 180°. This results from a
population of acid molecules with their three carbon atoms
oriented with the carbon-group bisector vector pointed more
than 45° into the water bulk. φ is spread nearly isotropically in
this distribution. However, because of the symmetry of the θ
angle as a spherical coordinate (i.e., a single θ value describes a
cone in space), φ will necessarily become more isotropic
relative to the interface, or spread out across the twodimensional plots, as θ takes values near its extrema. Values
of θ closer to 90° require φ to fully describe the orientation.
At 0 Å and below, the acid carbon backbone orientations are
more complex. A second population of orientations forms at 0
Å, manifested in the plots as a region of intensity centered at θ
= 90°, with φ also concentrated toward 90°. This indicates a
carbon atom group lying ﬂat in the plane of the water surface.
Additionally, as the depth of the molecules increases from 0 to
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Figure 12. Internal orientation of malonic acid as a function of dihedral angles, ψ, describing the angle formed between the plane of the OCO
atoms of the carboxylic acid group and the plane of the three carbon atoms. Each plot represents a 2-Å slice of the simulated aqueous slab at the
indicated depth.

bulk of the water and at the water surface location. This
diﬀerence between the two carboxylic group orientations likely
manifests spectrally as a shifting of the carbonyl peak
frequencies. Each end of the molecule is conﬁgured diﬀerently
and is likely located in diﬀerent solvation environments. The
spectral peak shifting of the two polarization schemes of the
VSFS experiments results directly from the orientational
preferences of the two carboxylic acid groups of the malonic
acid molecule.
There remains one ﬁnal set of orientational data necessary to
fully characterize the interfacial malonic acid. The θ−φ
distributions of the carbon atoms show that the acid carbon
chain lies ﬂat when at the water surface (0 Å) and tilts with the
bisector pointing farther into the water bulk when the malonic
acid is slightly above the water surface. The ψ−ψ dihedral
distributions show one CO carbonyl bond mostly aligned
with the carbon group bisector and the other carbonyl aligned
normal to the plane of the carbon atoms. The question remains
as to the direction in which the latter carbonyl CO bond
vector points: Is it pointed into the water side of the interface,
or does it point out toward the gas phase away from the water
bulk?
The carbonyl orientation was determined by calculating the
tilt angle of the CO bond, θCO. Similarly to the carbon
group bisector tilt angle, θCO is referenced to the axis normal
to the plane of the water surface, pointing out toward the gasphase side of the interface. Figure 13 shows the angle
distribution of θCO plotted as a function of the malonic acid
molecular center-of-mass position. Most of the distribution is
isotropic in the tilt angle up to positions several angstroms
beneath the water surface location.
Starting above the surface (positions > 0 Å), the distribution
bifurcates into two distinct angle regions. There is a protrusion
in the distribution (region A in Figure 13) beginning just below
0 Å and extending above the surface, centered at θCO = 90°. A
second peak in the distribution (region B) is concentrated
toward the bottom of the plot near θCO = 180°. At this

that the aforementioned orientational symmetry of the
methylene CH bonds about the water surface and the low
population of malonic acid molecules above the surface location
manifest spectrally in the polarized VSFS experiments as a lack
of intensity where the CH bond features are expected.
4.3. Carbon Backbone Dihedral Angles. Having
established the orientation of the carbon backbone atom
group from the distributions in Figure 11, the analysis of the
internal geometry of carboxylic acid moieties near the water
surface was explored. The two carboxylic acid groups rotate
around the two CC bonds, quantiﬁed by their dihedral
angles. The magnitudes of the dihedral angles fall in the range
0° ≤ ψ ≤ 180°. The OCO atomic plane is parallel to the
CCC plane at ψ = 0° and ψ = 180°, and the two planes are
perpendicular at ψ = 90°, as discussed above and depicted in
Figure 10. The two dihedral angles are plotted in a set of
bivariate distributions in Figure 12. The arrangement of the
axes in this ﬁgure is identical to that in Figure 11, but with each
axis representing one of the two ψ angles.
Figure 12 shows that the dihedral orientations are strongly
related with a preferred rotation of 90° apart from each other.
The two very concentrated peaks in the plots are located at ψ =
0° and ψ = 90°. This results from the carboxylic OCO
atomic planes of the two carboxylic acid molecules aligning
perpendicularly to each other. The topmost plot at 2 Å is not
symmetric between the two dihedral angles, with only a single
peak in the distribution (located at the left center of the axis).
This is an artifact of how the carboxylic acid groups were
enumerated computationally and indicates that the topmost
malonic acid molecules above the water surface take on a ﬁxed
dihedral orientation, rarely switching values (i.e., rotating the
molecule to ﬂip the alignment of both carboxylic acid groups).
One of the carbonyl CO bonds is preferentially aligned in
the same direction as the carbon group bisector (ψ = 0°) and in
the plane of the three carbons. The other carbonyl CO bond
points perpendicular to the plane of the carbon group atoms.
The strong orientational preference was observed both in the
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symmetrically above and below the surface. Also, the carbonyl
CO bonds have an orientation similar to those farther out of
the water, but the carbonyl bond tilt distribution quickly
becomes isotropic just a few angstroms under the surface
location. (3) At −4 Å and to approximately −6 Å, the carbon
group θ−φ distributions broaden and quickly become isotropic.
The distribution of the carbonyl bond tilt, θCO, shifts intensity
at this lower depth, leaving a low-intensity region at
approximately 120° ≤ θCO. Both carbonyl groups orient to
point more toward the water surface at this depth than slightly
above or below. (4) Farther down in the water bulk, below −8
Å, the distributions become isotropic, and malonic acid assumes
bulk-like behavior. The outstanding correlation between the
MD results and the experimental results provides conﬁdence in
the spectral assignments. The combined use of MD and
experiments therefore builds a complete picture of the
adsorption of malonic acid to the air/water interface.
The results from this study point to a unique geometry at the
air/water interface for malonic acid: an intramolecularly
bonded ring structure. In this ring structure, which has been
seen before in computational studies of gas-phase malonic
acid,71,72 the OH mode associated with SSP-active CO is
hydrogen-bonded to the SPS-active CO to form a stable sixmembered ring. This structure provides an explanation for the
frequency diﬀerences in the SSP and SPS VSFS spectra of C
O, the strong OH bonding seen in the SSP VSFS spectra of the
OH/CH region, the weak solvation at the interface, and the pH
dependence. Preliminary MD evidence has shown this structure
to be stable at the air/water interface, and calculations are
currently being performed to conﬁrm this structure.

Figure 13. Two-dimensional histogram of the carbonyl bond tilt angle
θCO plotted against the molecular center-of-mass position.

position slightly above the water surface, it is more clear that
one of the carbonyl CO bonds points into the water (the
bond oriented near θCO = 180°) and the other points more
outward into the plane of the surface and often slightly angled
outward from the water phase. When an acid molecule located
at, or just above, the water interface exhibits this internal
orientation, it means that one carbonyl bond is oriented
pointing more toward bulk water while the other is oriented
pointing toward the gas phase.
The MD data provide a direct determination of the
microscopic geometries of the interfacial molecules. Extrapolating the same orientational information from VSFS makes use of
phase parameters extracted from the spectral ﬁtting. The VSFS
experiments were not performed using phase-sensitive
techniques; thus, conclusions regarding the orientation of
complex molecular modes do not account for the signs of the
elements of the molecular hyperpolarizabilities and require
further calculations to draw conclusions about absolute
orientation.70 Short of performing the calculation of each
hyperpolarizability tensor element of the carboyxlic acid groups,
the use of MD is necessary to draw any conclusions about the
absolute orientations of the various modes of malonic acid. The
results of these calculations are consistent with the spectroscopic assignments from the experiments.
Farther down into the water surface, the angle distribution
spreads over a much larger range until becoming isotropic near
−2 Å. However, a feature appears at −3 Å and extends down
slightly past −8 Å into the water phase (region C in Figure 13).
In this region, there is a decreased intensity in the histogram for
θCO > 120°. This shows a population of malonic acid carbonyl
CO bonds pointing less into the bulk water. At this depth,
the carbon backbone orientation distribution becomes relatively
more isotropic, but there remains a population of acid
molecules with θCCC < 90° (i.e., the carbon group bisector
aims further toward the water surface), in agreement with the
carbonyl bond behavior and the carboxylic dihedral orientations.
These orientational distributions paint the following picture
of malonic acid orientation broken into interfacial depth
regions: (1) Above the water surface, the carbon group bisector
tilts down toward the water, and the carbonyl bonds orient with
one bond pointing toward the water phase and the other
pointing out of the water either parallel to the plane of the
surface or slightly out toward the gas phase. (2) At the water
surface location (0 Å), the carbon group lies mostly ﬂat in the
plane of the surface. The methylene CH bonds align

5. CONCLUSIONS
By using vibrational sum frequency spectroscopy, surface
tension measurements, and MD calculations, the adsorption
and orientation of malonic acid to the air/water interface has
been fully described. VSFS results in the CO region
demonstrate that carboxylic CO oscillators have frequencies
representative of weak solvation at the air/water interface,
whereas VSFS results in the OH region conﬁrm results from
surface pressure experiments that malonic acid does not fully
saturate the surface. The VSFS and surface tension studies also
clearly show that the orientation of the adsorbed malonic acid
molecules does not change as a function of concentration. pH
studies of malonic acid adsorption demonstrate that the
surface-active species of malonic acid is the fully protonated
species. Computational results conﬁrm and enhance the
conclusions from the VSFS results and provide quantiﬁable
distributions of malonic acid orientation as a function of depth
into the water surface.
These results paint a picture of an isolated malonic acid
molecule that lies mostly ﬂat on the surface of an aqueous
solution and displays no acid−acid interactions at the surface.
There is a competition at the interface for the hydrophobic
alkane spacer between the two carboxylic ends to remove itself
from the water while still allowing the hydrophilic carboxylic
ends to be solvated by aqueous-phase water molecules. As a
result, surface malonic acid is not well solvated, and the surfaceactive species are located in the ﬁrst layer of water molecules.
Malonic acid molecules just a few angstroms deeper into the
aqueous phase assume bulk-like behavior. The weak solvation is
also apparent due to the fact that the aqueous surface cannot
accommodate malonic acid molecules that are partially or
completely deprotonated.
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Organic compounds found in atmospheric aerosols frequently include signiﬁcant amounts of dicarboxylic acids, and
these polar compounds are predominantly in condensed phases
because of their low vapor pressures. In addition, dicarboxylic
acids have been shown to be viable cloud condensation nuclei
(CCN). As the surface-to-volume ratio of these aerosol systems
can be very large, it is exceedingly necessary to understand the
properties of these molecules at an air/water interface. This
study provides a complete picture of the adsorption, speciation,
and orientation of malonic acid. These results also demonstrate
that the pH of an aerosol can have an eﬀect on the surface
speciation of malonic acid and, correspondingly, the total
number of acidic protons available at an aerosol surface, with
obvious implications for heterogeneous reactions that can occur
at the surface of an aerosol.
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